Kawasaki has shown that the critical variation of the diffusion coefficient in a binary liquid near its critical point can be represented by the Einstein i elation D = T ij p5 where T is the temperature (we use natnral units such that Boltzmann's constant is uni^y), E, is th3 correlation length for the concentration fluctuations, and y = {6nri^) " is Stolces' formula for the mobility of a sphere of radius £ moving through a liquid of visccsity n- 
q ^ BirriC provided E,«q ; i.e., the wavelength should be much greater than the correlation length. But as the critical point is approached, T+'i and £-»■«'. The above inequality is then no longer satisfied and D becomes a function of q, corresponding to "non-local" diffusion.
This change is carried out in Eq.
(1) by substitution of an effective value for C according to ^"^eff = a eff^ (2) where a ^ is some numerical constant of order of magnitude unity.
Eq. (2) expresses in a quantitative form the qualitative rule of 3 4 dynamical scaling ' that all temperature dependence is to be expressed in tenns of C and that as T+T all factors of E. become replaced by the wavelength. Actual conputation yields a cc = 3-n/B so that in the limit T-*T we obtain err c q 16n eff (q)
5 6 In Eq. (3) we have allowed for the fact that recent experiments ' have clearly established a critical temperature dependence in the hydrodynamic viscosity i). It, therefore, as well as the explicit factor E, , has to assume a q-dependent effective value, which we denote by n ff (q). The purpose of the present note is to compare c our calculation of this function with some measurements of r q 7 recently carried out in this laboratory.
As the theory is rather involved, we prefer to present our results in a semiphenomenological fashion, touching only the nein points of the calculation at the end.
o Proceeding in this spirit we first take note of the separation of" the hydrodynamical viscosity into an "ideal," non-critical background o n., and a residual critical portion An. An accurate empirical fit to the ratio of the critical portion to the total as a function of 5 for the binary liquid 3-methylpentane-nitroethane is
where A = 0.051. The correlation length is known from light scattering 7 intensity measurements to have the terrperature dependence • vise to agree with the data the computed value of a ^ should not be significantly smaller than unity. The remainder of this note is devoted to establishing that this is, indeed., the outcome. In fact, we find from a complete theoretical treatment (i.e. , one taking into account both the wave number and the frequency dependence of the vise viscosity) a ff =0.92. This is so close to unity that there is no need to draw an additional line. We can regard the hydnodynamic a sufficiently accurate representation of the theoretical effective viscosity and we see from Fig. 1 that it is consistent with the experimental finding a ff (EXP) = 2±1.
In order to achieve better-than-logarithmic accuracy-, we need a theory of critical viscosity for calculating a ^ . Such a 9 L .10 theory has been proposed by Kawasaki and by Deutch and Zwanzig .
We have followed the latter approach, which is based on the 
Substituting Eq. (7) This results in a kind of "retardation" correction to the critical viscosity which leads to a decrease in the effective viscosity.
Our final task is the confutation of this decrease, which entails 3 the use of Eq. (10) at all frequencies y . We define a dynamical scaling function a(y) by nlSLülp^j2l = _ §_ 0
(1 3 ) Vf (q) 15. A further outcome of the theory, which we mention onlv in passing, is that the retardation produces some non-Lorentzian distortion in the diffusion line shapes which may, however, be too weak an effect to detect experimentally. This and other details of the theory will be discussed in a more complete paper-being prepared for publication.
This corresponds to a constant scaling function, in the terminology of reference 2, and is a better fit to the data than the one shown there in Fig. 1 . R.A. Ferrell, Journal de Physique 32, 85 (1971) . 
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